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Abstract
1

For structural investigations on non-crystalline materials such as glasses and
liquids, the most important task is to clarify partial atomic structures. For Ncomponent alloys, totally N(N+1)/2 of diffraction experiments is necessary with
different scattering cross-sections. For example, x-ray and neutron diffraction
experiments are not enough to partial structures of a binary alloy.
Anomalous x-ray scattering (AXS) utilizes anomalous behavior of an atomic form
factor close to an absorption edge of a constituent element, and enables an
element-selective diffraction experiments [1]. This method is, in particular, very
effective for alloys of Ga, Ge, As, and Se, which have scattering cross-sections for
x-rays and neutrons very similar to each other.
To obtain differential structure factor close to an absorption edge, ̀kS(Q),
however, the elastic scattering signal should be carefully discriminated from the
fluorescent and Compton scattering contributions. For this, two silicon-drift
detectors (SDD) were used for measuring the scattering signal at scattering angle
2θ and for monitoring fluorescent x-rays at the backscattering geometry [2].
Using such a detecting system, we were able to obtain ̀kS(Q) within 30 min after
finishing the data collections.

Experimental data

Scanning detector

Backscattering detector

̀kS(Q)

[1] Y. Waseda, Anomalous X-Ray Scattering for Materials Characterization (BerlinHeidelberg, Springer, 2002).
[2] J. R. Stellhorn, S. Hosokawa, and E. Magome, AIP Conf. Proc., submitted.
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